
Preparing for your Selection Appointment



Museum Wall Portraits

Although children are loved here at HG Photography, this appointment should include only the
adults involved in the purchase as it is easy to get distracted and children get bored very quickly.

YOUR PORTRAIT ORDER WILL BE PLACED AT THIS SELECTION APPOINTMENT.

Our iconic Black and White Museum Prints are top of the line.  Custom printed by Hayward
on specialty fine-art archival papers, we then mat them in acid-free 8-ply rag mat that has been
carefully selected by us.  Each print is registered, comes with a Certificate of Authenticity and is
hand-signed by Hayward after a final inspection.

Signature Color Canvas

Our Signature Color Canvas portraits include retouching, full artist enhancements and are then
hand-printed on premier photographic papehand-printed on premier photographic paper, The back is then peeled by hand and the image is
adhered to premium artist’s canvas. Many feel these pieces have the look of a painted portrait.
These heirloom quality works of art will be shared from generation to generation.

Small Portraits

This line was created to accomodate puirchasing gifts for family and friends..  Creative uses for
our portraiture along with lower price points allow for any budget.

Signature Color
Pure Moments

Relationship Black & White



Our ‘Suggestions” simply mean we put together a plan on your
portraits to share with you at your Selection appointment.

Hayward’s unerring flair for knowing which images will look the best
when printed is a great advantage for our clients.  After all, who would
be better able to visualize the final product?

You will certainly be making the final decisions, but we know it is helpful
to have the “Artistto have the “Artist’s” point of view to cut through the clutter.



A Message from Shannon and Hayward

555 W. Bitters Rd. Suite 109
San Antonio  -  78216
210-265-1101

haywardgaudephotography.com

Finally, payment for your portraits will be due at the Selection Appointment.  Your order will
be complete approximately 4 to 6 weeks after the Selection Appointment.

We have built Hayward Gaude Photography on a reputation of ABSOLUTE excellence in
printed photographic portraiture.  Our portraits are created to be displayed as fine art in your
home, no matter what the size, so you won’t see us offering “digitized” images for screen
savers, coffee cups or mouse pads.  At our studio, it IS all about the printed portrait that you
will treasure and pass down from generation to generation.

We allow plenty of time (60-90 minutes), so please schedule your calendar accordingly.
Remember, if anyone else is needed to make your purchase decision, please pick a time
when they can be here with you.  Also, much as we love children here at the studio, you will
find it easier to concentrate if you don’t bring young children to this appointment as they
often become restless.


